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National Office

National Science Week in South Australia

Congratulations to all of the successful applicants for National Science Week grants that
were announced by Assistant Minister for Science, Jobs and Innovation Senator the Hon
Zed Seselja today.

Unsung Hero of SA Science and Science
Communication Awards 2018

The projects are listed below in order of the state or territory where the lead applicant is
located.

Australian Capital Territory
A New View of Life – Celebrating the end of Kepler and Cassini
Mount Stromlo Observatory, Australian National University
NASA scientists are headed to Australia, bringing Saturn to Sydney, new planets to Perth,
and more.

+

Tasmania’s Festival of Bright Ideas program
of events
Brain Break Tasmania – win keep cups and a
voucher!
Sydney Science Festival
Virtual Reef Diver
Imagine, Create, Share: STEM for Seniors in
Townsville
Victorian Seed Grant Recipients 2018

What did we learn from the Cassini spacecraft’s 13 years with Saturn? How did it feel to
watch Cassini’s ‘death dive’ into Saturn’s atmosphere last year? What makes the moon
Titan ‘Earth-like’? How did scientists discover active, icy plumes on the moon Enceladus?

James Cameron on Movies and Science

What have we learnt from the hundreds of planets discovered by the Kepler Space
Telescope? How will the information beamed back to Earth continue to advance science
once Kepler runs out of fuel this year? Audiences will hear from NASA scientists from the
Cassini and Kepler missions at a series of events hosted by Mt Stromlo Observatory
astrophysicist Dr Brad Tucker.

State - ACT NSW NT QLD VIC TAS SA WA

With the announcement of Australia’s very own space agency, it’s a timely look at the
international context of our contribution to furthering humanity’s understanding of the
Universe.

BLOG POSTS BY
Topic - Science week news | Schools
Event holders | Grant information
Search blog

Project/event location(s): National
Greenlight for Girls Day
Girl Guides Association NSW ACT Region
160 girls aged 10 to 16 from the Australian Capital Territory and surrounding area will get
together with more than 40 science sector role models for fun demonstrations, hands-on
workshops, and even a bit of personalised lab-coat decorating.
Greenlight for Girls (g4g) is an international initiative to inspire girls to pursue their studies
in science, technology, engineering and mathematics. The girls who take part in the g4g
workshops will do activities that demonstrate the links between science and everyday life.
In the process, they’ll meet fellow science-enthusiasts their own age from different schools
and backgrounds, build their confidence, and hear stories from women in science role
models.
Project/event location(s): ACT
Southern Skies
Michael Sollis (The Griffyn Ensemble)
Explore Australia’s night skies through music, astronomy and Indigenous science.
Musical sextet The Griffyn Ensemble and astronomer Dr Fred Watson have collaborated to
create Southern Sky—a musical composition that explores the Southern Hemisphere’s
constellations, and the history of astronomy in Australia. The Griffyn Ensemble will travel to
regional communities including Tennant Creek to conduct collaborative workshops with
Indigenous artists and communities, exploring Indigenous astronomy. These workshops will
inform the development of the work, with subsequent performances in capital cities. These
performances will bring together Western and Indigenous understandings of the night sky,
told through music and the spoken word.
Project/event location(s): ACT, NSW, NT, WA

New South Wales
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crocs and Dromornis, the biggest bird that ever lived!
The Museum and Art Gallery of the Northern Territory (MAGNT) fossil collection and local
stories provide the source material for a show that brings Central Australia’s extinct
megafauna to life. MAGNT will work with Barking Spider Visual Theatre to produce a live
performance incorporating local stories and voices. A season of public performances and
hands-on arts-science workshops will take place at MAGNT in Darwin during National
Science Week 2018.
Project/event location(s): NT

Queensland
Fiftysix National Science Week Regional Queensland Tour
Fifty Six Creations
Tweens and teens will get to team up with 18-year-old innovator and 2014 Australian
Young Innovator of the Year Taj Pabari, who went from suspended schoolboy to
educational entrepreneur.
Seven to 17-year-old children will have the opportunity to take part in science, technology
and innovation workshops, exploring the world of entrepreneurship through modern day
technologies including drone technology and tablet computers.
The workshop tour will visit Mount Isa, Bedourie, Boulia, Cloncurry, Birdsville and
Longreach, and is run by Fiftysix Creations, a social enterprise founded by Taj Pabari, who
is also its CEO.
Project/event location(s): QLD
Corals in the Outback – Sustainability Tour
CoralWatch, University of Queensland
Coral reef science, a Netflix documentary, and virtual reality experiences will bring
Queensland’s coast inland.
Reefs are in trouble worldwide, and the Great Barrier Reef has lost half of its coral cover
since 1985. People living away from the coast are often unaware of both the magnitude of
this problem and what they can do to help save reefs from afar.
CoralWatch, a global citizen science program based at The University of Queensland, will
engage with communities between Mt Isa and Longreach presenting the latest reef
science, creating reef awareness and provide suggestions on how they can help through
presentations, displays and screenings of the Netflix documentary Chasing Coral, from the
makers of the Emmy Award-winning Chasing Ice. Virtual reality will provide a realistic reef
experience, connecting participants with the reef.
Project/event location(s): QLD
City Libraries Science Spectacular
Gold Coast City Council
Meet scientists, do science and play with new technologies—all at your local library.
Science Spectacular will be a week-long program of free, hands-on science, engineering
and technology workshops and events, held across City of Gold Coast Libraries during
National Science Week. Science Spectacular will provide opportunities for the wider Gold
Coast community to engage in interactive science and technology workshops, experience
emerging technologies, and learn about cutting-edge scientific research. Science
Spectacular programs will engage the community with guest speakers and science
educators through a combination of exhibitions, workshops, presentations, and immersive
activities. It will culminate with a special Luminary Lecture at the Library evening event
featuring a high-profile scientist.
Project/event location(s): QLD
Brisbane’s Street Science Festival
Steven Liddell (Street Science)
Smoke cannons, liquid nitrogen, flame tests, explosions, and cool chemistry experiments
are headed for Brisbane central.
Brisbane’s Street Science Festival will bring science to life using a range of interactive
activities, guest presentations, and captivating science demonstrations to show the
relevance of science in everyday life.
Engaging and interactive hands-on activities are designed to spark and encourage interest
in the sciences. Through partnerships with universities, research organisations and science
institutes, this festival will allow audiences of all ages to engage with science and
scientists.
Project/event location(s): QLD
Showcasing Science: Celebrating National Science Week
Noosa Shire Council

30/07/2018, 6:05 pm
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VIRTUAL REALITY REEFS – COMMUNITY EVENT: LONGREACH

August 13 2018

Qantas Founders Outback Museum, Longreach, QLD

https://www.scienceweek.net.au/...ate-start=12%2F08%2F18&search-date-end=All+dates&text=CoralWatch&audience=All+ages&search-topic=[30/08/2018 10:38:27 AM]
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Immerse yourself in the world of coral reefs with Virtual Reality, participate in a quiz and meet the
CoralWatch team. Learn about reefs and how actions to save the reef can help any environment or
get familiarized with CoralWatch STEM resources.

IMMERSE YOURSELF IN THE WORLD OF REEFS –

August 14 2018

LONGREACH
Longreach Community Library, Longreach, QLD

Ever wondered how old the Great Barrier Reefs is, what coral shapes and colours exist, how humans
affect the reef, and what actions you can take from home to save reefs or any environment? This
interactive CoralWatch display with Virtual Reality may have all the answers to your questions.

CORAL REEFS – PAST, PRESENT & FUTURE:

August 14 2018 - September 4 2018

LONGREACH
Longreach Community Library, Longreach, QLD

https://www.scienceweek.net.au/...ate-start=12%2F08%2F18&search-date-end=All+dates&text=CoralWatch&audience=All+ages&search-topic=[30/08/2018 10:38:27 AM]
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Ever wondered how old coral reefs are, what coral shapes and colours exist, how anthropogenic
pressures affect corals, and what actions you can take from home to save reefs or any environment?
This interactive CoralWatch display may have all the answers to your questions.

CHASING CORAL DOCUMENTARY: EXPERIENCE THE

August 16 2018

ASTONISHING UNDERWATER WORLD – MT ISA
Mount Isa Civic Centre, Mount Isa, QLD

Ever wondered what is happening on the Great Barrier Reef? This multiple award winning Netflix
documentary shows what is hidden below the waves and is a campaign to inspire action in
unexpected places. Afterwards, meet CoralWatch at the Q&A session and display. Suitable age 8+

IMMERSE YOURSELF IN THE WORLD OF REEFS – MT ISA

August 16 2018

Mt Isa City Library, Mount Isa, QLD

https://www.scienceweek.net.au/...ate-start=12%2F08%2F18&search-date-end=All+dates&text=CoralWatch&audience=All+ages&search-topic=[30/08/2018 10:38:27 AM]
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Ever wondered how old the Great Barrier Reefs is, what coral shapes and colours exist, how humans
affect the reef, and what actions you can take from home to save reefs or any environment? This
interactive CoralWatch display with Virtual Reality may have all the answers to your questions.

CORAL REEFS – PAST, PRESENT & FUTURE:

August 16 2018 - September 6 2018

MT ISA
Mt Isa City Library, Mount Isa, QLD

Ever wondered how old coral reefs are, what coral shapes and colours exist, how anthropogenic
pressures affect corals, and what actions you can take from home to save reefs or any environment?
This interactive CoralWatch display may have all the answers to your questions.

IMMERSE YOURSELF IN THE WORLD OF REEFS –

August 18 2018

CLONCURRY
Bob McDonald Library, Cloncurry, QLD

Ever wondered how old the Great Barrier Reefs is, what coral shapes and colours exist, how humans
affect the reef, and what actions you can take from home to save reefs or any environment? This
interactive CoralWatch display with Virtual Reality may have all the answers to your questions.

CORAL REEFS – PAST, PRESENT & FUTURE:

August 18 2018 - September 8 2018

CLONCURRY
Bob McDonald Library, Cloncurry, QLD

https://www.scienceweek.net.au/...ate-start=12%2F08%2F18&search-date-end=All+dates&text=CoralWatch&audience=All+ages&search-topic=[30/08/2018 10:38:27 AM]
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Ever wondered how old coral reefs are, what coral shapes and colours exist, how anthropogenic
pressures affect corals, and what actions you can take from home to save reefs or any environment?
This interactive CoralWatch display may have all the answers to your questions.

VIRTUAL REALITY REEFS – COMMUNITY EVENT: WINTON

August 19 2018

Waltzing Mathilda Centre (outside), Winton, QLD

Many million years ago the QLD outback was covered by ocean and many marine fossils have been
found. At present, Australia’s Jewel the Great Barrier Reef is under pressure. Visit our interactive
display with quizzes, Virtual Reality headsets and real corals and learn more about how you can help!

There are no competitions or online activities that match the current search criteria.
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Info Coralwatch <info@coralwatch.org>

Mediaportal Alert - CoralWatch
1 message
mediaportal.au@isentia.com <mediaportal.au@isentia.com>
To: info@coralwatch.org

16 August 2018 at 11:50

MEDIAPORTAL ALERT

FM Radio (1 item)
Pre-recorded interview with CoralWatch Marine Educator and Projec
16 Aug 2018 6:53AM ABC North West Qld, Mt Isa (Breakfast)
hosted by Zara Margolis
Pre-recorded interview with CoralWatch Marine Educator and Project Manager Diana
Kleine. Margolis says it's National Science Week and while Western Qld is hundreds of
kilometres to the coast, the CoralWatch, which is a citizen science project based at the
University of Queensland, brings the ocean and the reef to Mt Isa and also to Cloncurry
and Winton. Kleine says CoralWatch is a citizen science program which works with
community members collecting data on the reef by using a various simple tool called Coral
Health Chart. She states it's a classical chart like a paint chart where the colours on the
reef can be compared to indicate where bleaching is happening. She notes it works as an
early warning system as they're working with people in 79 countries to collect data. Kleine
says they conduct education and community events to teach people how to monitor the
reef. Kleine notes they're working together with the office of the [Australia's] Chief Scientist
to have activities with the schools starting from Longreach. She adds they use virtual
reality sets to let the people experience the Great Barrier Reef through Google Expedition.
Kleine mentions they had high schoolers to watch the Chasing Corals documentary about
coral bleaching. She adds they set up a display in the library that will stay for three weeks
and it will be the same in Mt Isa. Kleine notes coral bleaching is an effect of climate
change due to global warming. She described how coral bleaching happens. Margolis
says the exhibition will happen in the Mt Isa Library.
Brief: UQ Radio and TV ASR: AUD 765 Duration: 6 mins 14 secs
Market: QLD Country: Australia Item ID: X00075718463
Interviewees: Diana Kleine, Marine Educator and Project Manager,
CoralWatch
Audience: N/A (all people)
Demographics: N/A (male 16+) N/A (female 16+)

How happy are you with the content of this alert?
Your Account Team can help refine it

22/08/2018, 11:56 am
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Chasing Coral Documentary: Experience The Astonishing Underwater World - Nabo

AUG Chasing Coral Documentary: Experience
The Astonishing Underwater World
16

Join Nabo for free to discover
more local events and connect with
Miles End neighbours.
Join your neighbourhood today
(/register-with-event)

Event Details
 West Street, Miles End

Join Nabo to save events

Events happening this week

 Thu 16 Aug at 6:30pm - 8:30pm.
 Community

Save to My Events
(/register-with-event?
nexturl=%2Fevent%2Fchasing-

About this event
Ever wondered what is happening on the Great Barrier Reef? This multiple
award winning Netflix documentary shows what is hidden below the waves
and is a campaign to inspire action in unexpected places. A erwards, meet
CoralWatch at the Q&A session and display.
Connect with your community at these great events.
For more information

coral-documentaryexperience-the-astonishingunderwaterworld%3Frsvp%3Dgoing)

Share this event

Monique Grol 07 3365 3127
info@coralwatch.org (mailto:info@coralwatch.org)
For more details (https://www.scienceweek.net.au/chasing-coraldocumentary-experience-the-astonishing-underwater-world/?searchlocation-code=&search-location-lat=&search-location-lng=&searchlocation-name=&search-location-type=T&searchlocation=QLD&search-date-start=Today&search-dateend=All+dates&text=&audience=All+ages&searchtopic=&tab=event&event-page=3&online-page=1&search-eventscount=69&search-online-count=20)

(/register-with-event?
nexturl=%2Fevent%2Fchasingcoral-documentaryexperience-the-astonishingunderwater-world)

2018 Hughenden Country
Music Festival (/whats(/whats- on/event/2018-hughendencountry-music-festival)
on/event/2018Friday, Jul 27 - Sunday, Jul 29
hughendencountry- Hughenden, QLD
musicfestival) Jungle Gym at North West
Gymnastics (/whats(/whats- on/event/jungle-gym-atnorth-west-gymnastics-24)
on/event/jungle-

gym- Saturday, Jul 28
Miles End, QLD
atnorth+ More events this week
west(/queensland/north-west-qld/whatsgymnasticson/this-week)
24)

Locate this event

Discover more local events for free on nabo.com.au
(/register-with-event)

(https://maps.google.com/maps?
ll=-20.725397,139.489834&z=15&t
US&gl=US&mapclient=apiv3)
Map data ©2018 Google

Discover the best local events on your mobile for free

(https://itunes.apple.com/app/apple-store/id933676896?pt=111751806&ct=publicEventPages&mt=8)

(https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=au.com.nabo&referrer=utm_source=nabo&utm_medium=web&utm_campaign=publiceventpages&utm_term=playstorebutton)

Here are some of the ways over 8,600 suburbs are using Nabo to get
the best out of their local area.

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE

A SAFER SUBURB

BUY, SELL, BORROW

Recommend and discover the best things
around you, from local events and
attractions, a trusted service or tradie, to
the best co ee in town.

Create a support network of local people
who can keep an eye on your home or pet
while you're away. Grow a stronger
neighbourhood together.

Find a kids second hand bike or toy, sell
an unwanted item from around your
home, or borrow something handy from
your neighbours.

AS FEATURED

PUBLISHING PARTNERS

https://www.nabo.com.au/whats-on/event/chasing-coral-documentary-experience-the-astonishing-underwater-world?utm_source=ffxacmevents&utm_medium=d_events_widget&utm_term=events_d_1&utm_campaig…
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Diana Kleine
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Monique Grol
Wednesday, 22 August 2018 9:54 AM
Diana Kleine
Fwd: [marshall-grp@qbi.uq.edu.au] [ritchie-buildings@qbi.uq.edu.au] This Week at
QBI

Have you seen, CW is mentioned!
Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Queensland Brain Institute, UQ" <communications@qbi.uq.edu.au>
Date: 20 August 2018 at 16:09:02 AEST
To: <announce@qbi.uq.edu.au>
Subject: [marshall-grp@qbi.uq.edu.au] [ritchie-buildings@qbi.uq.edu.au] This Week
at QBI

This Week @

Director's Message
The Neurons, Synapses and Circuits conference held in Sydney
last week was a wonderful success. My thanks to all those who
gave talks; it was great to see QBI so well-represented at the
meeting.
QBI is hosting their 3rd Symposium on Frontiers in Spinal Cord
Injury Research on Friday; it promises to be a fantastic meeting,
with a great line-up of speakers.
Finally, many congratulations to Fred Meunier who has been
awarded an NHMRC Senior Research Fellowship for his work
on neural communication in health and disease.
Best wishes,

1

QBI in the News


Peter Silburn was featured in an impromptu interview on Hamish and Andy's podcast.
Listen from ~13 mins. Andy gave up his seat on a flight for Professor Silburn so he could
sit next to our director, Professor Sah.



The North West Star and the Longreach Leader showcased the outback tour by
CoralWatch researchers for National Science Week (11-19th of August)



Professor John McGrath was featured on ABC Radio National's Mornings program with Dr
Norman Swan



QBI's Dr Peter Stratton co-authored an article in The Conversation looking at the
science behind new blockbuster 'The Meg', republished in Australiasian Science and
Viw Magazine.



Some more coverage of Brain Bee in Ipswich First

Do you have exciting research being published?
If you have an upcoming research paper or event which may benefit from media engagement,
please contact the Communications Department.

Announcements
Professor Katherine Roche's seminar on Monday 20 August is cancelled.
Fred Meunier successful in NRMC grant
Congratulations to Professor Fred Meunier on his success in the NRMS grant round. The
Research Fellowship will go towards his research in nanoscale imaging of presynaptic proteins in
health and disease.
Call for cover art for 70th anniversary of The American Journal of Human Genetics (AJHG)
To commemorate 70 years of human genetics research in AJHG, we invite you to submit
candidate cover art by December 31. Successful designs will be featured on the cover
throughout 2019. As the official journal of the American Society of Human Genetics, we
especially welcome submissions from Society members, including trainees. For more
information, click here.
DEADLINE: December 31

2

Diana Kleine
From:

owner-tmp@qbi.uq.edu.au on behalf of Queensland Brain Institute, UQ
<communications@qbi.uq.edu.au>
Monday, 27 August 2018 2:30 PM
QBI Announce
This Week at QBI

Sent:
To:
Subject:

This Week @

Director's Message
A reminder that the Brisbane Diamantina Health Partners
(BDHP) are hosting a symposium tomorrow on Translational
Research in Neuroscience: Bridging the gap between basic
science and clinical practice. This should be a good opportunity
to explore clinical partnerships and joint projects, and I
encourage you to attend (register here).
You should have all received an email from the University's
Chief Information Officer about cyber security awareness
training. It would be appreciated if everyone could complete this
as soon as possible; it is a mandatory on-line training module.
Best wishes,

QBI in the News


The North West Star showcased the outback tour by CoralWatch researchers for
National Science Week (11-19th of August)

1

